«To will oneself free is also to will others free»
Simone de Beauvoir

Paragliding Cross Country World Championships
May 22 - June 5, 2021
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30 years
later
30 years after the world championships in
Dignes-Les-Bains, Air Événement, with the
support of the French Free-Flight Federation
(FFVL), has won the bid to organize the world
championships in 2021 and the pre-worlds
in 2020 that were unfortunately cancelled
due to the health crisis linked to Covid-19.

Savoie, and the Auvergne Rhône-Alpes
region, but also thanks to it private partners.

Once again, the world’s paragliding
elite will be present in the skies of Savoie
Mont Blanc thanks to the work of Air
Événement together with the FFVL, as well
as its public partners such as the federation
of municipalities of Coeur de Savoie, Savoie
Mont Blanc Tourisme, the department of

Pilots will be able to explore the Coeur
de Savoie area through 3 main sites: Val
Pelouse, Montlambert, and Montendry; as
well as various sites of the Savoie Mont Blanc
area and even Isère.

Join us from May 22 to June 5, 2021 for
the Paragliding World Championships.
The championships will take place during 2
weeks in 2021 and it’s the most important
competition for the 40 nations that will take
Armed with experience, this association from part.
Savoie loves setting itself new challenges.
After 3 rounds of the Paragliding World Cup The base of life, differently from the previous
to its name, 2014, 2017, and 2019, being ones competitions, will be held at the landing
among the pilots’ favorites, the association of paraglider from Chamoux-sur-Gelon,
is proud of organizing these extraordinary 73390.There will be many activities for
events.
everyone to discover the world of free flight.

150 cross-country
pilots, 15 of which will
be women

50 nationalities
20 free activities

Flights over 3
departments (Isère,
Savoie, Haute-Savoie)

40 - 150 km flown
per day

1 landing area
10 take-off areas

40,000 visitors
per week
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Savoie
Mont Blanc

SMBT promotes its territory throughout the year
through the various landscapes and activities
that change depending on the season.
Mountains are an amazing playground for
Savoie Mont Blanc Tourisme participates in paragliding pilots, especially for cross country
many events in the area and bears a sportive pilots who love to fly back and forth the mountains
image.
using the thermals they offer!
There are many flying sites and the landscape is
The tourist board will partner with us, like in 2017 breathtaking.
and 2019, to promote the world championships
2021.
Competitors love coming here to race because
conditions are ideal, especially in Coeur de
What is Savoie Mont Blanc?
Savoie where sites are optimal for flying.
SMB represents several territories: Faucigny, The base of life will be held in Chamoux-surCoeur de Savoie, Mont Blanc, Genevois, Gelon at the Paragliding landing, and the main
Chambéry and its surroundings, Aravis, flying site will be Montlambert over Saint-JeanBeaufortain, Tarentaise, Maurienne, Lake de-la-Porte in Coeur de Savoie.
Aiguebelette, Annecy and its surroundings, and
the Bauges, l’Albanais, and Chablais Massifs.
Savoie Mont Blanc is the territory that groups
Savoie and Haute Savoie.
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Racing
in the sky
2020
The Paragliding Pre-World Championships were to take place on May
23-29, 2020 but had to be cancelled due to the health crisis of Covid-19

2021
France has been waiting for 30 years and the World
Championships will take place from May 22nd to June 5th. It
is the most important event in the world of paragliding cross
country.
The world’s nations will be represented by teams of 4 men and
1 woman, for a total of 150 pilots.
There will be 2 podiums to award the best:
Nation’s podium for the best teams
Open podium for the best male and female competitors.

The organization is supervised
Evènement and the FFVL:

by

Air

Every day, depending the weather conditions,
a task will be set by the meet director and its
team at about 9am. Tasks will be flown mainly
from the site of Montlambert above SaintJean-de-la -Porte, but they may also depart
from various sites in Savoie Mont Blanc.
The living base and the landing area will be
the same: Paragliding landing
Chamoux-sur-Gelon, in Savoie (73390).
The pilots will be taken to take off with shuttles.

Once on take off, the pilots and the task
committee will discuss the task and the
turnpoints of the day (already in the pilots’
GPS) before flying back to the landing field as
fast as possible.
Then, the pilots will launch, form the wellknown «gaggle» and then will wait for the
«Start» (race start time) and head towards
the first turnpoint. The first pilot who takes all
turnpoints and lands at headquarters will win
the task. Each task generates a daily ranking
as well as an overall ranking, and a prizegiving
ceremony will take place at the end of the
competition.
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Ourstars

Seiko Fukuoka Naville
«Seiko Fukuoka began paragliding in Japan in 2001. Far
from being sportive, she discovered a passion she now
devotes her life to.» (L’équipe)
French Champion in 2013 and 2014, European Champion
in 2014, 2016, and 2018, FAI World Champion in 2015
and 2017, Seiko is an outstanding paragliding pilot with
an impressive list of titles.
«She broke the female distance world record in Brazil on
her first try, with a 336km flight.»
Seiko shares her passion through her school Airlinks
Academy she runs with her pilot friend Charles Cazaux.

Charles Cazaux
«Born in Annemasse in 1978, Charles spent part of his
childhood at Vallée d’Aulps and Morzine. He describes
paragliding as ‘a discipline with many facets that can
fulfill the dream and the passion of pilots of all ages!’»
His achievements are also impressive:
FAI World Champion in 2011, French Champion in
2014/2015, FAI Vice-World Champion in 2009. He has
also broken world records such as speed around 25 and
50km triangles, and the free distance record using three
turnpoints with 476,6km.
We had the pleasure of having him as the winner of the
World Cup in Chamousset in 2019.
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A day in the life
of a competitor

8h30
Breakfast

8h45
Pilot briefing for the day’s
task

9h
Transportation to take off

11h15
Briefing on take off

12h
Take off

14h - 16h
Return of pilots to headquarters

21h
Results
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On the ground
The headquarters will be a place swarming with
life!
This year for reasons linked to Covid and the
organization of the living will hold on the
paraglider landing Chamoux-sur-Gelon!

Air
Événement has the ambition of making
discover the world of free flight to the most
people possible and will use this competition as
an opportunity so the competitors’ families, local
inhabitants, and tourists can enjoy the various
activities.

Une base de vie animée
En libre accès
*Selon conditions météorologiques

Paragliding ground handling*
Hot air balloon static flights*
Slackline
Wooden toys
Kite and boomerang workshops
Make-up workshops for children
Trampoline
Model aircraft exhibition*
Paragliding acrobatic show by a world
champion*
Amateur film screening
Clown shows for children
Paragliding theme evenings

Musical nights

A multidisciplinary sky

It is known that «flying people» love partying.
There will be several party nights.
An opening ceremony will be held on May
22nd together with a parade with every nation
represented in the competition, followed by
a concert and fireworks. There will be other
evenings on May 23, 28 and 29, as well as on
June 4 and 5 for the closing ceremony and
awards.
There will be a dinner, drinks, and concerts.
The party will be the opportunity for pilots,
their families, and attendants to share.

Tandem paragliding, paramotoring, and ULM
helicopter flights will be available to make
dreams come true.
There will be special rates so more people can
enjoy Icarus’ dream!
The Belledonne, Lauzière, and Bauges Massif
will unveil at your feet for a few minutes of
enjoyment.
Registration for the flights will be done on the
Tourist Office’s website, as well as at the farm:
www.vollibre.coeurdesavoie.fr
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On the ground

Paragliding pilots must respect the inhabitants of the sky. Pilots will be penalized if they don’t respect
the restricted areas that allow the birds to reproduce without being disturbed by human presence.
Related to this important subject of the competition and the world of free flight, Air Evènement
decided to have a mascot that represents the Peregrine falcon, an iconic bird of the Alps and one
with the fastest dive in the world.
The mascot will be present during important times at the event and when schools visit the
headquarters.
The Bauges Park will have a stand on the protection of birds, specially the various eagles and falcons
of the area, and the mascot will be their symbol.
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At the heart of
the competition
Paragliding competitions live broadcasting

Paraglide.TV
The revolutionary platform used during the
World Cup 2019 will be used again in 2021:
As a world exclusive, the Paragliding
World Championships will be filmed and
broadcasted live on Paraglide.TV.

Every evening, videos will be available to be
watched again, and a daily video will allow you
to experience again the best moments of the day.

Live broadcasts can be watched on Paraglide.
TV from home or wherever you are from your
smartphone while pilots arrive to goal.
They will also be broadcasted live at headquarters
on a giant screen.

2nd live broadcast of a paragliding crosscountry race
3 cameras mounted to follow the race from the
point of view of a pilot
1 live analysis plateau and 2 specialized anchors
1 winner interviewed after each task

Something new for 2021 will be an outdoor set
rather than an indoor studio so the audience can
Fortified by the success of 2019, the team of Air see the various interviews.
Evènement with the help of specialists, will once
again capture images with cameras mounted on Thanks to this tool, we will be able to offer
pilots, as well as on tandem pilots in order to mastheads of each task for the media.
experience the competition from the inside.

Videos filled with content
Analysis of the task in progress by a
paragliding personality
Live take offs
Live start gate via pilot cameras
Live race via pilot cameras and on tandems
Live arrival to headquarters
Interview of the task winner
Television studio with
paragliding specialists

interviews

by
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An event in the sky
with impact on the ground
Conférences
The economy service of the Coeur de Savoie area
will organize conferences for companies.
It is the will of Air Événement to make these
international competitions a moment of exchange
and synergy among the various partners.

Partner Area
Air Événement is thankful and welcomes its
partners in an exclusive area at headquarters.
Everything is in place to welcome them in the
best way possible: an exclusive area, scheduled
activities, and exclusive representatives.
It is important for us to welcome those who help
make this event a reality the way they deserve it.
A space for the media is also available for
journalists.

Working «locally»
The Auvergne Rhône-Alpes region is a particularly
dynamic area and we love working locally.
The Coeur de Savoie area is the base of many
companies we work with to make these events an
important date for everyone.
Together, the tourist office, the federation
of municipalities, municipalities, ski areas,
companies, and hosts, we would like to make the
area known with beautiful events like those we
will experience in 2021.
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Green on the ground
and in the sky
Protecting the environment
It is something that concerns us all, and Air
Événement would like to get involved by offering
a beautiful event with the lowest impact possible.
Pilots sign a code of conduct that shows them the
good behaviors to follow in order to preserve the
environment: waste management, the respect
of natural areas, transportation policies, social
cohesion... Everything is done so the pilot can
choose a «green» behavior.
The same applies for the organization.
We commit on 3 important areas:
Social commitment:
Stand natura 2000 to make the public aware
of birds of prey in the Bauges Massif. The goal
is to raise awareness among the public on the
importance of protecting these birds.

Economic commitment:
Development of partnerships with local
companies and producers.
Environmental commitment:
Waste sorting and recycling with Sibuet
Environnement.
Pilot awareness by means a code of conduct for
the «eco pilot».
Biodegradable tableware or ecocups.
Mass transportation and carpooling.
Consideration of the biodiversity for task
setting with the help of Bauges Regional Natural
Park.
Impact statement Natura 2000: respect of
animal and plant life, specially of restricted areas
around the nesting areas of the threatened birds
of prey of the area.
Pilots will be penalized if they don’t respect these
restricted areas.
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Public and private
partners
The importance of partners
Air Événement is constantly looking for
partners. In fact, partners are vital for our
events to run smoothly and even for them to
happen.
A partnership presentation, a section of the
website, and a file for the works council were
created in order to persuade new companies to
join us as well as promote themselves before
and during the event.
Partnerships can be in several ways: goods,
funds, images, patronage...
During the event, partners will be greeted
accordingly at our exclusive area. The goal is
to experience the event from the inside and
making them discover the world of free flight
and more specifically, the world of paragliding.

Engie is the official sponsor of the free-flight
federation (FFVL) since 2008.
In 2019, the company renewed its ties to the
FFVL and we are proud to have it as sponsor
of the cross country paragliding world
championships.
«With an active sponsorship policy, ENGIE has
had an important role in the sport in France
for 27 years. By means of its partnerships,
the group supports and encourages the sport
for the largest possible number of pilots of all
levels. Their partnerships are offered as means
of solidarity in order to materialize the group’s
commitments: sustainable development,
territorial integration, and proximity.»
www.engie.com
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Public and private
partners
Chamoux-sur-Gelon
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Informations & réservations

www.vollibre.coeurdesavoie.fr
Contact
Manon Tharaud
Communication and Press Manager
Air Evenement
+33 6 60 07 53 93
airevenement.communication@gmail.com
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